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A Fortune of jazz knowledge comes to Hamra

A promising first live gig for a
true-blue Lebanese rock band

LEGENDARY NEW YORK INSTRUMENTALIST DROPS IN ON BEIRUT FOR TWO-WEEK ENGAGEMENT

Blend concert packs them in Downtown
By Linda Dahdah

By Ramsay Short
Senior Culture Writer

natches of Miles Davis,
snippets
of
John
Coltrane, and a few
scraps of Cannonball
Adderley – this was the amalgam of sounds emanating from
Sonny Fortune’s alto sax at the
Blue Note Café Tuesday night.
The 64-year-old, who plays
for the next two weeks at the
Hamra jazz club in a trio format,
alongside Jack Gregg on double
bass andWalidTawil on drums, is
a consummate musician and has
learned from all the aforementioned masters. He played with
Coltrane just once in Philadelphia, a year before he died, and
in 1974 eagerly accepted an invitation from Davis to play in his
band, recording four of the legendary trumpeter’s most underrated electro-fusion LPs, “Big
Fun,” “Agartha,” “Pangaea” and
“Get Up With It.”
“Miles was a guy who knew
what I was into and where I
wanted to go as a musician. He
made artists move out of a comfortable place and that is what
creativity is about,” the towering, six-foot Fortune tells me after the gig in a voice as deep as
Barry White’s.
Of Coltrane Fortune is
equally thankful: “When I first
heard him I actually didn’t like
him. As I got wiser, smarter,
learned more, I listened to
Coltrane through another perspective. I see it and not see it,
hear it and not hear it.”
Though Fortune’s playing is
clearly deeply influenced by
Coltrane, he is a saxophonist,
flautist and composer in his
own right.As well as his collaborations with Davis, Mongo
Santamaria, Elvin Jones, Dizzy
Gillespie, McCoy Tyner and
Oliver Nelson, Fortune has released three LPs of his own on
the Blue Note label, and most
recently a record entitled Continuum on his personal label
Sound Reason. It is his most accomplished work to date, reflecting a satisfaction with his
own musical progression as
well as that of his quintet.
“I feel my best ever musi-
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For these dates, Fortune is backed by local musicians Gregg (playing the double bass) and Tawil (on drums)

cally on this record. My head
is clear. My instruments are at
their best.”
Unfortunately we only got to
hear one piece of original composition Tuesday – from Fortune’s album “A Better Understanding” – entitled “Mind
Games.” Having opened with
two standards on his sax, For-

‘Miles (Davis) was a
guy who knew what
I was into and where
I wanted to go’
tune demonstrated a simple ease
with the flute on “Mind Games,”
pulling off stunning trills in what
is a moody composition, all the
while ably backed up by Gregg’s
quivering bass lines.Eyes closed,
fingers moving up and down
with what can only be described
as a tender force,Gregg rocks his
bass like a baby.

There is much of Herbie
Mann’s flute-playing in Fortune,
delicately dynamic with vivid
intonation, and he continued
with the instrument in a powerful version of Duke Ellington’s
“In A Sentimental Mood,” also
famously recorded by Coltrane.
“The flute is a challenging instrument and I am probably a little crazy to play it. It is small in
appearance but it can be very,
very treacherous,” Fortune explains.“I have to put a lot of time
into it. But that is part of the
challenge of the instrument.”
“I think one of the great
things about music is that it
gives a musical sound to a
thought, and that is what I am
all about. Hence my label
name, Sound Reason,” he says.
“Music has rhyme and reason
and no matter how complicated it is, it has to have that.”
Though for me what Fortune
plays is jazz he has another
name for it.

“Spontaneous Improvisational Music (SIM). Basically
it’s music within itself. I don’t
know too many musical expressions where you are creating ideas on the spot. That is
what I do.With improvisation.”
That improvisation becomes
clearer during the second set,
when Fortune returns to his
alto sax for a version of Davis’
“All Blues.” His blowing is
phenomenal. White shirtsleeves rolled up, waistcoat
buttoned, Fortune arches his
large frame and plays – at one
point blasting an almost impossible high, long note.
With tinted glasses covering
his eyes, it is hard to tell if Fortune is seeing anything beyond
the notes flying from his sax.
“I truly feel that music is a
vehicle for creation. Not the
creator, but creation,” he says.
“I often wonder what a listener is listening to. I can’t imagine the listener is feeling what

I am feeling. I feel a connection
with creation.”
Feeling that connection by
now, Fortune lets loose on the
classic “Stella By Starlight,”
and follows with a flute intro on
Kenny Dorham’s “Blue Bossa”
before taking up the sax and
moving through the melody,
then spitting out decadent licks
of improvisation, trading solos
with Tawil on drums.
Tawil pushes the bossa with
his propulsive drumming and
noticeably strong pedal work
on this number, his bass thumping loudly while maintaining a
raucous beat on the cymbals,
cow-bell, toms and snare.
It is a shame there is no piano to give a chordal element
to the trio and allow more of
Fortune’s own compositions to
be showcased.Yet the way this
group of Gregg,Tawil and Fortune clicks together is an encouraging sight.
Fortune is probably the

biggest American saxophonist
to have stepped through the
Blue Note Café’s doors. He
moved from Philadelphia to
New York in 1967, aged 28, and
it was there he found out if he
had what it takes to make it.
Unlike many of his contemporaries, Fortune did not succumb to the indulgences of the
city. Legendary drummer Buddy Miles,who famously worked
with Davis on the LP, “A Tribute To Jack Johnson” in 1971,
recalled the New York of that
time in a recent interview:
“You know it was a funny
place back then because if you
didn’t keep yourself busy, you’d
find yourself with a habit of
some kind, you know? … The
impression I always got was
that if you hung out with the
wrong people, they’d take your
shoes, your socks, your drawers
… and eventually your life if
you let them.”
But it was exactly that life in
the city that so inspired the jazz
that oozed from its pores.
Fortune responds that New
York has always been good to
him: “The thing about New
York is that it has its own very
individual voice. You can
choose to identify with that, or
you can allow it to crush you.”
Fortune’s personality and
playing is so shaped by that
New York of his youth – New
York and of course the man that
was Coltrane.
Closing out the set with
Coltrane’s classic composition
of timeless beauty, “Impressions,” Fortune’s own interpretative voice shines through
alongside a mastery of
Coltrane’s licks, harmonic devices, and signature methods,
and this all on the alto sax. He
builds long, transportational
solos and you fly with him to
that Trane-ish place. It is as if
Fortune has taken control of his
own destiny with his latest album “Continuum,” and he has
taken full control of his understanding of Coltrane as well.
Sonny Fortune plays at the
Blue Note Café in Makhoul
Street, Hamra nightly except
Sunday until March 13. For
reservations call 01/743857
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The only way you would have
known about the Blend concert
Sunday night at a venue beneath
the Starco Center in Downtown
Beirut was through random
fliers dotted around town.
To book tickets for the free
show, you had to sign up at the
band’s web site. But that didn’t stop the auditorium from
being packed with a mixture
of teens, 20-somethings and
an older crowd. The web site
had been overloaded with hits
all Saturday, according to independent producer Phillip
Tohme, who organized the
event for Blend.
He said in a telephone interview yesterday that he didn’t
want the name of the venue
mentioned, but was happy to
explain why: since the Starco
Center auditorium is not a traditional rock concert arena, the

‘I heard their song
“Belong” on the
radio, and I
really liked it’
owner didn’t want his usual
clients to associate the place
with rock music because it
might affect business. This is
also why The Daily Star’s photographer was refused admission to the show.
Tohme had chosen the venue
because it was the bestequipped concert hall for the
young Lebanese band to play
their first-ever live gig. Yet despite Tohme’s insistence, there
were some problems with the
sound, and at times the vocals of
Jad Souaid were inaudible.That,
however,was the only downside
of what was an otherwise
promising initial live outing.
Blend is the first local
Lebanese rock group to be
signed by an international music label, EMI, and is the first to
have had full studio backing to
record its debut album, ‘Act
One’, released late last year.
Though the concert started
an hour later than scheduled,
the audience of expectant fans

did not seem to mind. One 18year-old fan, Dalal, said, “We
are here to encourage them,”
and her friend Sarine, 20,
added, “I heard their song ‘Belong’ on the radio and I really
liked it, plus they are a
Lebanese band.”
Blend ended up playing for
just over an hour to the 800strong crowd. They began first
with two songs from ‘Act One’
before performing some covers
of Radiohead songs and then
more tracks from the album.
Souaid’s voice is powerful and
there is no doubt he has a raw
talent, but he still needs time to
mature as a vocalist.Using a microphone as well as a megaphone while occasionaly warping his voice with effects, he
drove the band from the front
to an appreciative crowd.After
a couple of songs, he welcomed
the audience and thanked them
for coming inArabic.The band’s
lyrics are all in English.
“I didn’t know which language to use, and I have not
made up my mind yet,” he
said, adding that, after all, “we
are Lebanese.”
The rest of the group performed solidly enough, two
electric guitarists, a drummer, a
violinist and a pianist all linking well and clearly enjoying
themselves. And the audience,
though many were uninformed
of Blend’s music, gradually
swayed along with the music.
One crowd member, Rabih,
said, “I was just going out, and
listening to a Lebanese band,
and it was for free.”
Blend is a band which has
broken a mold in Lebanon.
Their musicianship is good,
though their live performance
needs some honing and their
songs – though original – are
heavily influenced by European groups like Radiohead
and Portishead. They have
opened a door for Lebanese
bands, but their music is far
from Lebanese. Ultimately,
Blend has the potential to go
far, but sadly one wonders what
this means for a more Lebanese
blend of rock.
For more info on Blend, see their
web site at www.blendband.com
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University and press officials
gather to celebrate achievements
Jovial atmosphere prevails during luncheon
Daily Star staff

Christian Ousi, Khalil Khouri and Hassan Sabra

A jovial and informal atmosphere prevailed on the 18th
floor of the Safir Helipolitan
Hotel on Wednesday, as a group
of about 20 people, mostly men,
gathered for a celebratory lunch.
The president of the
Lebanese American University,
Riad Nassar,was hosting a lunch
to honor the country’s press for
their support of Lebanese universities and for their efforts in
fighting for freedom and truth.
“Education and the media are
intertwined as they both preach
freedom and democracy, and although we sometimes disagree

‘Education and the
media are intertwined
as they both
(promote) freedom’

Mohammed Baalbaki, Riad Nassar and Melhem Karam share a deep respect for one another

Elias Baz, Salah Slam and Arafat Hijazi

… that is a part of freedom,” said
the university’s president, who
will be retiring this summer.
“Lebanese universities prosper and succeed more than any
universities in the region because of the freedom that prevails in this country.”
Although someone new will
be taking the helm at the university – Joseph Jabaa, a political science professor – Nassar
appears to have left an indelible mark on his colleagues and
the press alike.
As the president of the Press
Federation, Mohammed Baalbaki, rose to give a speech, he
stressed that the press could
not exist without education
and vice versa.
“The Koran says: ‘God, increase my knowledge,’” said
Baalbaki, adding that monetary power cannot “compete
with the power of knowledge.”
“Nassar’s name will remain
with LAU despite his retirement, and we as the media
hold very dear our duty to support and encourage educational institutions. They are the

well of good journalists.”
The camaraderie and the
friendship between the men
present was obvious, as ribald,
sexist remarks, digs at one other and private jokes flew across
the listeners’ heads.
This familiarity was particularly touching between Nassar
and the president of the Journalists Union, Melhem Karam.
After his speech,in which he said
that “Nassar was a man with a
heart as pure as the marble in
holy places of worship,” Karam
embraced Nassar and received a
kiss on the cheek for his efforts.
So what has the press done to
support Lebanese universities?
According to Nassar, the
press has helped by investigating the truth and trying to ensure freedom and hence enabling universities to do research and teach in a free and
democratic fashion.
“Lebanon will always be a
country of immigration,”
added Nassar. “It is the universities’ duty to create future ambassadors for Lebanon and the
press has been crucial in providing aid and support.”
And are more students opting to follow that field of study?
In LAU, there is a Communication Arts program that is
split into three majors: Journalism, Television and Radio, and
Performing Arts.
Magda Abu-Fadil, the current director of the Institute for
Professional Journalists and a
previous teacher of journalism
at LAU, said when she was
teaching she proposed setting
the students in a mock “newsroom” to prepare them for the
working world.
“Journalism is not something stagnant,” she added.
“One has to constantly learn
new things and new technologies that are cropping up in the
world of communication.”
“But at LAU, the students
are more attracted to the Television and Radio major,” she
joked. “Here everyone wants
to be famous.”

President of the Lebanese Press Club Youssef Howayek
and Antoine Mrada
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